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How to Navigate around Clicklaw Wikibooks

Main navigation elements
When viewing any page on Clicklaw Wikibooks, you'll find three main navigation elements:
1.1. The sidebar gives you access to important pages and commands on Clicklaw Wikibooks. For example, there is a

link to the main page of the site, shortcuts to specific Wikibook titles, and printing options.
2.2. The tabs on the top of each page enable visitors to see previous versions of the page and enable contributors to

make edits and discuss the page.
3.3. The search box on the top right of each page enables a full text search over all Clicklaw Wikibooks.

http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=File%3AHow_to_navigate_around_the_wiki.png
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Wikibook navigation elements

For pages within a Clicklaw Wikibook, there are two additional navigation
elements that enable you to navigate around the Wikibook:
1.1. The table of contents block towards the top right of every page, which

provides links to main sections of a Wikibook.
2.2. The navigation box (called a "navbox") at the bottom of every page, which

provides links to all pages of a Wikibook; the navbox is like a sitemap for a
specific Wikibook title.

http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=File%3ATable_of_contents_block.png
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=File%3ANavbox_example.png
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Logging In to Your New Account
Everyone who contributes to Clicklaw Wikibooks will be given an account. All of your work is linked to your
account, so it’s important to use the same account every time.
1.1. You will receive an email from editor@clicklaw.bc.ca containing your username and password.
2. Go to http:/ / wiki. clicklaw. bc. ca/ .
3.3. Use the "Log in" button at the top right to log in with the username and password supplied in the email.
4. Change your password to something secure that you will remember (if you need to find the Change Password

page, it’s http:/ / wiki. clicklaw. bc. ca/ index. php?title=Special:ChangePassword).

Editing a Page on Clicklaw Wikibooks

How to edit a page
1. Login to your account on Clicklaw Wikibooks.
2. Navigate to the page that you want to edit.
3.3. Click on the "Edit" tab (to edit the whole page) or click on the "edit" link for a particular section.

4. You can make changes to the text in the edit window, and click on the “Save page” button to save your changes.

http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/.
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Special:ChangePassword).
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=File%3ALogging_in_to_your_new_account.png
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=File%3AEditing_a_page_on_the_wiki.png
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Using wiki codes
Wikis feature their own "syntax" or codes. For example, to make a numbered list, you put each item on a separate
line and start the line with a pound symbol:

This wiki code Results in this display on the page

# One

# Two

## Two point

one

# Three

1.1. One
2.2. Two

1.1. Two point one
3.3. Three

The good news is that there are not very many wiki codes, and many of them (for example, bold, italics, hyperlink)
also have buttons in the edit toolbar that you can use that will automatically insert the codes.
The Clicklaw Wikibooks Cheatsheet features the key wiki codes. Also available is a Clicklaw Wikibooks Style
Guide that highlights key style and word usage for Clicklaw Wikibooks.

Note about updating resources in Legal Help for British Columbians
For contributors updating resources for the guide Legal Help for British Columbians, please see the explanatory note
on the Resource List discussion page. (Resources are managed as individual pages that are then automatically
consolidated on a single Resource List.)

http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=File%3AEditing_a_page_on_the_wiki_2.png
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Clicklaw_Wikibooks_Style_Guide
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Clicklaw_Wikibooks_Style_Guide
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Legal_Help_for_British_Columbians
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Talk:Resource_List
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Resource_List
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Discussing a Page with Other Contributors
Clicklaw contributors have the ability to leave comments for other contributors or editors on any page of a Clicklaw
Wikibook. This can be a very useful way to flag possible changes that you think might be worth considering, but you
are not wanting to make without input from others. Note that any discussions are viewable only by logged in
contributors and not by other visitors to the site. To leave a comment on a Discussion page:
1. Login to your account on Clicklaw Wikibooks.
2. Navigate to the page that you want to leave a comment on.
3.3. Click on the "Discussion" tab, and then click "Edit".
4.4. Add your comment, leaving your name at the end. If you are replying to a comment, indent your comment one

level further than the comment that you are replying to. So for example:
The link to the Consumer Protection BC's complaint roadmap needs to be updated. - Drew

I have updated the link as of March 2013. - Beatriz
(To indent, use colons for each level you want to indent - for example, two colons (::) to indent two levels.

http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=File%3ADiscussion_tab.png
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Clicklaw Wikibooks Cheatsheet
See the Clicklaw Wikibooks Style Guide for style and word usage.

Works anywhere in the text

Description You type You get

Italic text ''italic'' italic

Bold text '''bold''' bold

Bold and italic text '''''bold & italic''''' bold & italic

Link to another Clicklaw wiki page [[Name of page]]

[[Name of page|Text to display]]

Name of page
Text to display

Link to an external web page [http://www.publiclegaled.bc.ca

www.publiclegaled.bc.ca]

[http://www.publiclegaled.bc.ca People's

Law School]

www.publiclegaled.bc.ca [1]

People's Law School [1]

Works only at the beginning of lines

Description You type You get

Section headings

A Table of Contents will automatically be
generated when four headings are added to
an article.
Do not use =Level 1=; it is reserved for page
titles.

== Level 2 ==

=== Level 3 ===

==== Level 4 ====

===== Level 5 =====

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Bulleted list * One

* Two

** Two point one

* Three

•• One
•• Two

•• Two point one
•• Three

Numbered list # One

# Two

## Two point one

# Three

1.1. One
2.2. Two

1.1. Two point one
3.3. Three

Indenting text no indent (normal)

:first indent

::second indent

:::third indent

no indent (normal)

first indent

second indent

third
indent

http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Clicklaw_Wikibooks_Style_Guide
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Name_of_page
http://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=Name_of_page
http://www.publiclegaled.bc.ca
http://www.publiclegaled.bc.ca
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